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MILITARY SPECIFICATION

MAGNESIUM ALLOY CASTINGS,
HEAT TREATMENT OF

This specification is approved for use by all Departments
and Agencies of the Department of Defense.

1. SCOPE

● 1.1 This specification covers the requirements for the heat treatment
of magnesium alloy castings. This specification covers furnace equipment
requirements, and general information for heat treating procedures and heat
treating temperatures for magnesium alloys.

* 1.2 Alloys. The followlng magnesium alloys are covered by this
specification (see Table I):

AMl OOA ZK51A HK31A EQ21A WE54A
AZ63A ZK61A HZ32A Qti21A
AZ81A ZE41A ZH62A QE22A
AZ91C ZE63A
AZ91E EZ33A
AZ92A

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

* 2.1 Government documents.

● 2.1.1 Speclficatlons and standards. The followlng specifications and
standard,form a Dart of this document to the extent s~eclfied herein. Unless
otherwise specified, the Issues of these documents shall be those listed in
the issue of the Department of Defense Index of Specifications and Standards
(DODISS) and supplement thereto, cited in the solicitation (see 6.2).

8eneflcial comments (reccmnendations, additions, deletions) and any
pertinent data which may be of use In !mprovlng this document should
be addressed to: Systems Engineering and Standardlzatlon Department
(Code 53), Naval A!r Englneerfng Center, Lakehurst, NJ 08733-5100, by
using the self-addressed Standardlzatlon Document Improvement Proposal
(DO Form 1426) appearing at the end of this document or by letter.

AMSC N/A FSC MECA
DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A. Approved for public release; distribution Is unl~mlted.

.-.
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STANDARDS

Milltary

MIL-STD-45662 Calibration System Requirement

-

● (Unless otherwise indfcated, copies of federal and milltary
specifications, standards, and handbooks are available from the
Standardization Documents Order Center, Buildlng 4D, 700 Robblns Avenue,
Philadelphia, PA ?9111-5094)

● 2.2 Non-government publications. The following document forms a part of
this specification to the extent speclfled herein. Unless otherwise
specified, the tssues of the documents which are DOD adopted are those llsted
in the Issue of the 0001SS ctted In the solicitation. Unless otherwise
specified, the Issues of the documents not llsted in the DODISS are the ~ssues
of the documents cited In the solicitation (see 6.2).

Society of Automotive Engineers

AMS 2750 Pyrometry

(Appllcatlons for copies should be addressed to SAE, 400 Ccwmnmwealth
Drive, Philadelphia, PA 15096-0001)

American Society for Testing and Materials

ASTM 0 557 Methods of Tension Testing blroughtand Cast
Aluminum and Magnesium Alloy Products

(Applications for copies should be addressed to ASTM, 1915 Race Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19103-1187)

* 2.3 Order of precedence. In the event of a conflict between the text of
this document and references cited herein, the text of this document takes
precedence. Nothing In this document, however, supersedes applicable laws and
regulations unless a specific exemption has been obtained.

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Furnaces. Furnaces used for the solution heat treatment and aging
of magnesium alloys shall be of the closed chamber type with forced alr or
protective atmosphere circulation. These furnaces shall be designed to
preclude direct rad~atlon from the heating elements or Icnplngementof the
flame on the work.

● 3.1.1 Temperature uniformity. The design and construction of the
furnaces shall be such that the temperature !n the working zone, for any
charge, is capable of betng maintained within *1O*F (*6”C) of the desired heat
treating temperature after the charge has been brought up to temperature. At
no t]me shall the temperature in any part of the working zone exceed the
maximum permissible temperature for the alloy be!ng heat treated (see Table
II). Each furnace used shall be equipped with a separate manual reset safety
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... cutout which will turn off the heat source In the event of any malfunctioning
or failure of the regular control equipment. These safety cutouts shall be
set as close as practicable above the maximum solutlon heat treating
temperature for the alloy being heat treated. Protective devices shall also
be installed to turn off the heat source In case of stoppage of circulation of
air.

3.2 Heat control ecjulpment.

● 3.2.1 Pyrometry and furnace temperature control. The requirements and
procedures for control and testing of furnaces, ovens, and allied pyrometric
equipment used for heat treatment shall be In accordance with AMS 2750.

* 3.2.1.1 Temperature-measuring and recordlnq ec?utpment. Locatbn of
temperature-measuring and recording Instruments shall be In accordance with
AMS 2750. The exact location of the temperature-sensing elements wtll be
dependent upon the furnace design. However, they shall be in such a location
as to give accurate measurement of the working or soaking, or both, zone
temperature.

3.2.1.2 Accuracy. Temperatures shall be adjusted to wfthln i5°F (23”C)
of true temperature by applylng corrections established by calibrating
equipment as specified in 4.3.3.

3.3 (juenchlnq. Rapid cooling from the solution heat treated condlt!on
Is requ!red to obtain optimum properties in the castings. The arrangements+.
should be such that the cool”lngon the various parts of a furnace charge or
casting is as uniform ●s possible.

3.3-1 Air quenching by means of fan coollng can be used If the quench
rate is sufficiently rapid to obtain the desired properties.

3.3.2 Mater quenching requires the use of a sufficient volume of water
in the quench tank to insure that proper quenching rates are attained. Means
shall be provided for circulation of the water to give violent agitation
during the quench cycle In order to reduce the Incidence of steam pockets.
Means for heating or cooling to provide the desired water temperature are
requ!red.

3.3.2.1 Quenching equipment shall be located In such a manner and
handling facilities shall be so arranged and equipped to permit rapid transfer
of the load from the furnace to the quenching awdlum.

3.4 Miscellaneous equlpmefit. Suitable j!gs, fixtures, trays, hangers,
racks, ventilators, etc., shall be provided as necessary for the proper
handling of the work and for the maintenance of the equipment.

3.5 Approval. The equipment, methods, and processes shall be subject to
the approval of the procuring activity.

3.6 Procedure and operations.

3
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● 3.6.1 Heat Treatment. Magnesium alloy castings shall be solution heat -
treated to the T4 temper properties of the applicable material specificat~on
within the temperature ranges specified in Table II. bihenunusual
circumstances make strict compliance with Table 11 impractical, request for
deviation approval with substantiating test data should be addressed to the
procuring activity.

3.6.1.1 The furnace shall be loaded In such a manner as to permit
adequate circulation of the furnace atmosphere.. Attention shall be given to
providing necessary support to mlnlmize warpage.

3.6.2 The charge shall be held at temperature for a sufficient time to
secure adequate solution heat treatment. Suggested soaking times at
temperature for castings up to 1 Inch (25.4 mu) thickness are given In Table
II. A longer soaking time may be required for castings with heavier sections.

* 3.6.2.1 In solution heat treating AZ63A (type 1 and type 2), AZ81A,
AZ91C, AZ92A (type 1), AM1OOA and ZK61A, the castings shall be heated slowly
to prevent eutectic meltlng wh~ch is cause for rejection. A uniform heattng
rate, which requires at least 2 hours to raise the temperature from 640°F
(338*C) to the heat treating temperature, shall be used.

3.6.2.2 AZ92A (type 2), HK31A and QE22A may be charged into the furnace
which Is at the heat treating temperature.

● 3.6.2.3 Evidence of high temperature ox~datton shall be cause for
rejection (See 6.4.1). A protective atmosphere containing Sufficient sulfur
dioxide, carbon dioxide, or other satisfactory oxidation Inhibitor shall be
used when solution heat treating at or above 7SO”F (339”C).

3.6.2.4 Heat treating operations shall be performed on the whole of a
casting (never on a part only) and shall be applied ~n a manner that will
produce the utmost uniformity.

3.6.3 Aging. Precipitation heat treatment or artificial aging, when T5
or T6 tempers are specified, shall be performed at the temperature and times
required to develop the specified properties. Aging condlttons which have
been used satisfactorily are shown in Table III. No protective atmosphere is
required.

3.6.4 Reheat treatment. Reheat treatment and resubmission ofmaterlal
rejected for improper heat treatment Is permttted. Full ~nformatlon
concerning the cause of all previous rejections of the lot shall accompany any
resubmitted material (see 4.4.4).

*4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

* 4.1 Responsibility for inspection. Unless otherwise specified in the
contract or purchase order, the contractor Is responsible for the performance
of all inspection requirements (examinations and tests) as specified herein.
Except as otherwise specified In the contract or purchase order, the
contractor may use his own or any other facllltles suitable for the
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-.
perfor+nimceofthe Inspection requirements s~clfked herein, uriless -
disapproved by the40vernment. The Government reserves the right to perform
any of the inspections set forth In this speclflcatton where such InspectIons
are deemed necessary to ensure supplles and services conform to prescribed
requirements.

● 4.1.1 Responslbillty for compliance. All items shall meet all
requirements of sections 3 and 5. The lnsDectlon set forth in this
specification shall become a part of the &ntractor’s overall inspection
system or quallty program. The absence of any Inspection requirements In the
specification shall not relieve the contractor of the responsibility of
ensuring that all products or -suppliessubmttted to the Government for
acceptance comply with all requirements of
as part of manufacturing operations, is an
conformance to requirements, however, this
known defective material, either tndicated
Government to accept defective material.

the contract. Sampling inspection,
acceptable practtce to ascertain
does not authorize submtsslon of
oractual, nor does It comnit the

4.2 General. All heat treat~ng and.coollng equipment, temperature
control devices, and all details of the heat treating procedure shall be
subject to inspection by representatives of the procuring activity.

4.2.1 Acceptance or approval of the equipment shall in no case be
construed as a guarantee of the acceptance of the heat treated product.

<. 4.2.2 The supplier shall maintain on file test reports showing results
of the temperature survey required by this specification and make them
available to representatlves of the procurlngactlvlty.

4.3 Equipment.

4.3.} Furnace temperature survey. A temperature survey shall be made
for each furnace to be used on the contract or order. Thlssurvey maybe
waived at the discretion of the procuring acttv~ty provided that the results
from previous tests with the same furnace and same type of load show that the
unlforinityis within the specified limits.

4.3.1.1 A new survey shall be made after changes are made in the furnace
construction.

4.3.2 Temperature uniformity. The temperature uniformity shall be
determined while the furnace contains a typical charge.

* 4.3.2.1 The tnltlal temperature survey shall be made at the maximum and
minimum temperature of’solution heattreatments and precipitation heat
treatments for which each furnace is to be used, The number and location of
the test temperature-sensing elements shall meet the requirements of AMS
2750. After the inlttal survey,-eachfurnace shall be surveyed monthly,
except as p~ovidtd In 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.2. The raonthlysurvey shall be atone
operating temperature for solution heat treatment and one for preclpltatlon”’”

-. heat treatment. The surveys shall be performed In such a manner as to reflect
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the normal operating characterlst!csof the furnace. If the furnace Is
normally charged after being stabilized at the correct operating temperature, _
the temperature-sensing elements shalltieslmllarly charged. If the furnace
is normally charged cold, the temperature-sensingelements shall be charged
cold. After insertion of the temperature-senslngelements, readings should be
taken frequently enough to determine when the temperature of the test region
of the furnace approached the bottom of the temperature range being surveyed.
From the time until thermal equilibrium is reached, the temperature of all
test locations shall be determined at 2-minute Intwvals In order to detect
any overshooting. After thermal equl?ibrium is reached, readings should be
taken at S-m%nute Intervals for sufficient time to determine the recurrent
temperature pattern, but not less than 30adnutes. Before <thermalequ~llbrium
1s reached, none of the temperature readings should exceed the maximum
temperature of-the range being surveyed. -Afterthermal eqtiltbri~ Is
reached, the maximum temperature variation of all elements shall not exceed
20”F (ll”C) and shall not vary outside the range betng surveyed.

● 4.3.2.2 Monthly surveys may not be necessary when the furnace is
equipped with a permanent multipoint record~ng system with at least two
sensing thermocouples In each zone or when at least two load thermocouples are
employed to measure actual metal temperature,.provldlng that uniformity
surveys show a history of satisfactory performance for a period of at least 6
months.

4.3.2.3 Furnace control temperature measuring Instruments shall not be
used to read the temperature of the test temperature sensing elements.

4.3.3 Accuracy of furnace Pyrometer systems. The accuracy of
temperature-measuring systems shall be!checked under operat~ng conditions
weekly. Checks should be made by inserttng a callb~ated test
temperature-sensing element adjacent to the furnace temperature-sensing
element and reading the test temperature-sensing element with a calibrated
test potentiometer. When the furnace is equipped with dual potentiometer
measuring systems which are checked daily against each other, the above checks
may be conducted every 3 months, rather than every week. The test
temperature-sensing element, potentiometer, and cold junction compensation
combination shall have been calibrated against Bureau of Standards’ pr~mary or
secondary certified temperature-sensing elements within
to an accuracy of 22°F (*l°C).

4.3.3.1 Calibration. Calibration of equipment as
shall be carried out in accordance with MIL-STD-45662.

4.4 Test methods.

the previous’3 months,

specified in 3.2.1.2

4.4.1 The routine operation of the equipment and heat treating procedure
shall be judged by the mechanical properties obtained on the test bars heat
treated w~th every furnace charge and tested in accordance with ASTM B 557.

● 4.4.2 The tensile test results of the separately cast test bars or of
test bars sectioned from the heat treated castings shall be used to judge the
adequacy of the heat treatment to produce acceptable properties. The number
of tensile tests shall be as specified In the applicable material
specification.

6
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4.4.3 Microscopic examination. The tensile test shall be supplemented
by a m~croscopic exam~natfonof the test bars or selected casttngs at the
discretion of the procuring activity. A single representative sample for each
of the specified tests shall be taken. If the furnace selected for routine
Inspection contains a load which is homogeneous as to alloy, form and size of
part, two specimens shall be selected to represent the least massive and the
most massive portions of the charge. In the event of nonhomogenelty as to
type of alloy, and when the reccxmnendedheat treatments for the respective
alloys differ, additional samples shall be prepared.

4.4.3.1 Eutectic melting and high temperature oxidation. Specimens from
the heat treated samples shall be sectioned, mounted and prepared for
microscopic examination. The unetched surface shall be examined at 500X
magntflcation with a metallurgical microscope. The presence of eutectlc
meltlng or high temperature oxidation shall be considered ev~dence of improper
heat treatment. Porosity should not be confused with eutectic melting.

4.4.4 Improper heat treatment.

4.4.4.1 Improper effuiputent.In case anyof the tests indicate that the
heat treatment was Improper (4.4.3.1) and was caused by poor performance of
the furnace (and not improper settings or insufficient-time in the furnace),
the furnace shall not be used for further heat treating until it is
demonstrated that all equipment and operating requirements of this
specification are being met.

4.4.4.2 Status of materials. Uatertals heat treated in the furnace.-.
s~nce the the of the orevious tests and found unsatisfactory ’shal1 be
rejected or reheat ‘treated(beglnnlng with the solution heat treatment) in an
acceptable furnace, depending on the Character of the failed tests. Alloys in
which eutectic melting and high temperature oxidation is found shall be
rejected and no reheat treatment permitted.

*5. PACKAGING
This section ts not app

6. NOTES
● (This section contains

icable to this document.

nformation of a general or exp’
that may be helpful, but is not mandatory.)

● 6.1 Intended use. This specification
control of heat treating procedures applied

* 6.2 Acquisition reaulrements. Acqu!S’
following:

a. Title, number and date of the spec

b. Issue of 0001SS to be cited tn the

is intended for

anatory nature

develolxnentand
to magnesium alloy casiings.

tlon documents:must specify the

ficatlon.

solicttatlon, and If required, the
specific issue of individual docufi,~ntsreferenced (see 2.1)

● 6.3 Consideration of data requirements. The following data requirements
should be considered when this specification is applied on a contract. The
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applicable Data Item Description (DID) should be reviewed In conjunction with
the speclf!c acquisition to ensure that only esseritlaldata are
requested/provided and that the DID is tailored to reflect’the requ~rements of -
the specific acqulsltlon. To ensure correct contractual application of the
data requirements, a Contract Data Requirements List (DD Form 1423) must be
prepared to obtain the data, except where DOD FAR Supplement 27.475-1 exempts
the requirement for a DO Form 1423.

Reference Paragraph DID Number DID Title Suggested Tailoring

4.2.2 DI-MISC-80653 Test Reports

The above DID is that cleared as of the date of this specification. The
current ‘Issueof ~ 501O.12-L, Acqulsltion Management Systems and Data
Requirements Control List (AMSDL), must be researched to ensure that only
current cleared DID’s are cited on the DD Form 1423.

6.4 General information.

6.4.1 A potential fire hazard exists .inthe heat treatment of magnesium
alloys. If, through oversight or failure of the temperature control
equipment, the temperature of the furnace appreciably exceeds the maxlnum
solution heat treating temperature of the alloy, the castings may ignite and
burn. A suitable sulfur dioxide or carbon dioxide atmosphere prevents the
starting of a fire until the temperature limlts have been exceeded by a
considerable amount. Many heat treaters use an atmosphere of 0.5-1.0 percent
sulfur dioxide or 3.0-3.5 percent carbon dloxlde ~or~rotectfon at
temperatures as lowas 600*F (316”C). Once aaagnesium fire has started, the
sulfur dloxlde or carbon dioxide supply to the furnace should be shut off,
s!nce the burning magnesium unites with the oxygen of these materials. Each
furnace used should be equipped with a safety cutout which wI1l turn off the
power to the heating elements and blowers in the event of any malfunctioning
or failure of the temperature control equipment. These safety cutouts should
be set at a temperature of no more than 10”F (6”F) above the maxi,num
temperature permitted for the alloy being heat treated. Air flow switches
should also be installed to guard against the stoppage of circulation of a!r
and they should be interconnected with a manual reset control.

6.4.1.1 bJhenprotective atmospheres referred to in section 6.4.1 are
used, the concentration in the furnace atmosphere should be checked at
periodic intervals.

6.4.2 An effective method of extinguishing magnesium fire in a gas tight
furnace !s to Introduce boron trlfluoride gas (BF.3)through a small optnlng
into the closed furnace. Details of this method may be found In NFPA Bulletln
No. 480, “Storage, Handling and Processing of Magnesium”, which Is issued by
the National Fire Protection Association.

6.4.3 The temperatures for solution treatment shown tn Table II are the
maximum temperatures to uhich the alloys may be heated without danger of high
temperature deterioration or fusion of the eutectic. Magnesium alloy CastifWs
may be heat treated at lower temperatures but in such cases a longer time at
temperature than that shown ~n Table II would be necessary in order to develop
satisfactory mechanical properties.

8
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6.4.4 AZ63A (type 1 and type 2), AZ81A, AZ91C, (type 1), AM1OOA and
-. ZK61A castings will be irreversibly damaged if not brought slowly to the

solutlon heat treating temperature. Certain eutectic constituents in these
alloys melt at a temperature lower than that required for the solution heat
treatment, consequently, time should be allowed for the constituents to
dissolve before their melting point Is reached.

.—

6.4.4.1 The presence of calcium in AZ92A (type 2) alloy greatly
diminishes the danger of partial fusion and permits a more rapid rate of
heating. The presence of calcium In AZ63A (type 2) does not eliminate the
danger of partial fusion (eutectic meltlng) but it does allow a higher final
Temperature for solutlon heat treatment.

6.4.5 The aging treatments recommended In Table III for “as cast”
materials are used to Improve mechanical properties, to provide stress relief
and to stablllze the alloys in order to prevent dimensional changes later,
especially during machining. Both yield strength and hardness are increased
somewhat by this treatment at the expense of a slight amount of ductility.
This treatment is often recommended for those application, where “as cast”
mechanical properties suffice, and dimensional stability is essential.

* 6.5 Subject term (key word) listing.
Aging
Eutectic
Permanent mold
Quench
Sand casting
Temper

● 6.6 Hetricatlon. Dimensions and properties in tnchlpound units and the
Fahrenheit temperatures are primary; dimensions and properties in S1 units and
the Celsius temperatures are shown as the approximate equivalents of the
primary units and are presented only for information.

● 6.7 Changes from previous issue. The margins of this specification are
marked with asterisks to indicate where changes (additions, modlficatlons,
corrections, deletions) from the previous fssue were made. This was done as a
convenience only and the Government assumes no liability whatsoever for any
Inaccuracies in these notations. Bidders and contractors are cautioned to
evaluate the requirements of this document based on the entire content
irrespective of the marginal notations and relationship to the last previous
issue.

Custodians: Preparing Activity:
Army - MR Navv - AS
Nav~ - AS
Air Force

Review Act
Army - MI
Air Force

User Activ
Army - AT

- 11

vities:

- 99

ty :

(Project”No. MECA-0391)
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TA8LE I

MAGNESItJMBASE CASTING ALLOYS COVERED BY THIS SPECIFICATION

Al~Oy
.-—----------

AM10OA
AM100A

AZ63A

AZ81A
AZ81A

AZ91C
AZ91C

AZ91E
AZ91E

AZ92A
AZ92A

ZK51A

ZK61A

ZE41A

ZE63A

EZ33A
EZ33A

HK31A
HK31A

HZ32A

ZH62A

EQ21A
EQ21A

QE22A
QE22A

QH21A

WE54A

Form
-------------------
Permanent Mold
Sand Casting

Sand Casting

Permanent Mold
Sand Casting

Permanent Mold
Sand Casting

Sand Casting
Permanent Mold

Permanent Mold
Sand Casting

Sand Casting

Sand Casting

Sand Casting

Sand ’Casting

Permanent Mold
Sand Casting

Permanent Mold
Sand Casting

Sand Casting

Sand Casting

Permanent
Sand Cast

Permanent
Sand Cast

Sand Cast

Mold
ng

Mold
ng

ng

Sand Casting

Other Speclflcations

ASTM B 199 AMS 4483
ASTM B 80

ASTM B 80 AMS 4420,

ASTM B 199
ASTM B 80

ASTM B 199
ASTM B 80 AMS 4437

ASTM 8 80 AMS 4446
ASTM B 199

ASTM 0 199 AMS 4484
ASTM B 80 AMS 4434

ASTM f?80 AMS 4443

ASTM 8 80 AMS 4444

ASTM B 80 AMS 4439

ASTM B 80 AMS 4425

ASTM 8 ?99
ASTM B 80 AMS 4442

ASTM B 199
ASTM B 80 AMs 4445

ASTM B 80 MS 4447

ASTM B 80 AMS 4438

ASTM B 199
ASTM B 80 AMS 4417

ASTM B 199
ASTM B 80 AM’S4418

ASTM B 80 AMS 4419

AMS 4426

MIL-M-46062
MIL-M-46062

4422, 4424

MIL-M-46062
MIL-M-46062

t41L-M-46062
hiIL-M-46062

MIL-M-46062

141L-M-46062

NIL-M-46062

lIUL-M-46062

MIL-M-46062
MIL-M-46062

MIL-M-46062

MIL-M-46062
MIL-M-46062

—
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Alloy

AM1OOA
AZ63A (Type 1)
AZ63A (Type 2) ~1
AZ81A
AZ91C and E
A292A (Type 1)
AZ92A (Type 2) ~1

ZE63A
ZK61A

HK31A

QH21A
QE22A JI
EQ21A ~/

MIL-M-68S7D

TABLE II

Temperature
Range ‘F (“C)

---------- --.-— ------

790- 8MI (421-432)
720-735 (382-390)
720- 745 (382-396)
770- 785 (41&418)
770- 785 (410-418)
760 - 775 (404-413)
770- 785 (410-418)

900- 910 (482-488)
920- 935 (493-502)

1040-1060 (560-571)

980-1000 (527-538)
975 - 995 (524-535)
960- 980 (516-527)

970- 990 (521-532)

Time at
Temperature
-Hours ~/

---------------
16- 24
10- 14
10- 14
16 - 24
16 - 24
16- 24
14 - 22

10- 72
2

2

4-8
4-8
4-8

6-8

tix.‘Permissible
Temperature ~/

‘F (“C)
-----------------

810 (432)
735 (390)
745 (396)
785 (418)
785 (418)
775 (413)
785 (418)

915 (488)
935 (502)

1060 (571)

1000 (538)
1000 (538)
990 (532)

1000 (538)

NOTES:

~/ Heavy section castings, one Inch (25.4 mm) thick or over, may rer.mire—
longer times than Indicated.

~/ Contains calclum.

~/ Must be quenched in water held at 140-196°F (60-91”C) or other suitable
media.

~/ See Paragraph 3.6.2.1 for heating rate from 640”F (338-C) to solutlon
treating temperature.
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TABLE 111

AGING MAGNESIUM ALLOYS TOTS ~/ AND T6 ~J TEMPERS

Alloy and Temper

---------------------
Ml OOA-T5 ~/
Ml 00A-T6 ~/

AZ63A-T5 ~/
AZ63A-T6 ~!

AZ91C-T5 1/
AZ91C-T6 ~/

AZ91E-T6 ~1

AZ92A-T5 ~/
AZ92A-T6 ~1 Type 1
AZ92A-T6 ~1 Type 2
~/

zK51A-T5 ~/

ZK61A-T5 1/
ZK61A-T6 ~/

ZE41A-T5 ~i

ZE63A-T6 gl

EZ33A-T5 ~1

HK3\A-T6~/ j)

HZ32A-T5 ~1

QH21A-T6 ~1

QE22A-T6 ~1

EQ21-T6

HE54A-T6 ~1

Time and Temperature to Produce
Temper Given In First Column

----------------------------------------------------
5 hr. at 450”F (232”C)
5 hr. at 450°F (232”C) or 24 hr. at 400”F (204°C)

4’hr. at 500*F (260”C) or 5 hr. at 450*F (232°C)
5 hr. at 435°F (224”C) or 5 hr. at 450°F (232°C)

41w. at 425*F (219”C) or 16%. at 335*F (169”C)
4 hr. at 425-F (219*C) or 16 hr. at 335°F (169”C)

4 hr. at 425*F (219”C) or 16 hr. at 335°F (169°C)

5 hr. at 450*F (232”C)
5 hr. at 425*F (219”C)
5 hr. at 425°F (219°C) or 16 hr. at 400”F (204°C)

or 20 hr. at 350”F (177”C)

8 hr. at 425*F (219°C) or 12 hr. at 350*F (177”C)

48 hr. at 300”F (149°C) I

48 hr. at 265°F (130°C)

24 hr. at 480”F (249*C) or 1-6 hr. at 620 - 680°F
(327-360*C) + air cool

48 hr. at 285*F (141°C)

5 hr. at 425°F (219”C) or 2 hr. at 650”F (343”C)
+ 5 hr. at 425°F (219°C)

16 hr. at 400”F (204eC)

16 hr. at 600”F (316°C)

8 hr. at 400-F (204”C)

8 hr. at 400”F (204”C)

8 to 16 hr. at 400”F (204*C)

10 to 20 hr. at 480”F (249*C)

-
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MIL-M-6857D

NOTES :

~/ The T5 temper Is obtained by artificial aging from the as-cast (F) temper.

~1 The T6 temper is obtained by artificial aging from the solution heat
treated (T4) temper.

JJ HK31A-T4 should be brought to aging temperature as rapidly as possible to
mlnlmlze grain growth.

--

L.

~/ Contains calcium,

13
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SYANDAfUXZATION DOCUMENT IMPROVEMEN PROPOSAL

1. Thepreparingactivityfnustcompleteblocks1,2,3,and8.Inblock1,bofi~ ~~rnent numberand~
lettershouldbegiven.

~. ~w~tier Ofthisformnwstcompietebhelcs4,5,6,and7.
3. Thepreparing●ctivitymustprovidea reply withh 30 daysfrom receipt of the form.

NOTE: Thisformmay notbe wed torequestcopiesofdocuments,norto requeHwaivefi,w clarificationof
x~ti on currantcomracts.Commentssubmittedon thisformdo notconstitutew irndy●udwrizationzo
waiveany~on ofthereferenceddmmds) ortoamend contractual mquiremenls

m~~~~~’~ ‘“ ‘M~;’~%;;7D
2.00CUm~ DATEmoo)

. ,.,.... .. ‘: .,.*:.,,m,;*,..... ..... 30 July 1990,!.... ..:<....
iDDcuAIENTTruE

~ REASONFORRECOMMENDATION

L ~PARNG MIWltY

I. HE
Commanding Officer

b. TELEPHONE~ Ama -J
(1)Commwdd (2) AUTOVON

NAEC, SESD Code 53 4.201) 323-7457 624-7457

WYOU~ NOTRKUVEA REKY WlltflN 4S DAYS, CONIAa:

Lakehurst, NJ 08733-5100
@fame Quality ●d S-tidhtionm
5203~~ Pike, Sui@ 1403,Falls Church, VA 22W1-3466
Tdophcnw (703) 7%2340 AUTOVON 2S9-2340

E.
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